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Case Study

Broughton Hall High School

Overview

Type of site Education, Catholic High School

Number of users 1750 pupils and 250 staff

Number of doors 30

Location City of Liverpool, United Kingdom

Solution

“We found that a card system required a member of

staff to constantly be available to re-issue students with

cards when they arrived at school and realised they had

either left the card at home or worse, lost it. Students

are here to study and classes are disrupted when

students arrive late because they have been waiting to

get their access card re-issued. I visited Alsop School in

late 2011 to see how their fingerprint system was

working and I was very impressed by the simplicity of

the Controlsoft enrolment software and the speed of

identification by the fingerprint reader. We have been

using our system for 12 years now and I am extremely

happy. It does exactly what it says on the tin, the

fingerprint readers are stylish and the students like using

them. I also have the comfort of knowing that if I do

have a problem, Controlsoft are at the end of the

phone.” Mike Clays, Facility Manager

Solution

“We are very focussed on customer training because

enrolling users correctly into our software is very

important” says Jonathan Summers, Managing Director

of Controlsoft Ltd, “we have designed our software to be

intuitive and easy to use so that administrators can enrol

people and manage their access rights quickly”.

Products used

iNet Door Controllers
Identity Access Software
IDEMIA Sigma Lite Biometric readers

The Controlsoft software makes administration

of all the access rights very straight forward.

Controlsoft provide excellent training so it

doesn’t take long to get familiar with how to use

the software.” Mike Clays, Facility Manager
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